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Abstract
The city and its architecture are the largest artifact that demonstrates the interaction of
human beings, human culture and nature. Harmonious architecture is epitomized by
fitness of the built environment, the natural environment and people who inhabit the built
and natural environment. Fitness is the optimum relationship among the members in a
system. It puts the members into a beneficial relationship with each other, which we call
harmony. In today's architectural theory and practice, there are many different
approaches that address fitness through the consideration of the relationship between the
built environment, the natural environment and people. This thesis asserts that the fitness
can only be gained through the integration of all three by the adjustment of their
relationships over time.
A holistic decoding, transmitting and encoding of the patterns of people's activities, the
place's genius loci, and the local climate into a seedmap helps the consensus to occur
among interdependent architects, who coherently adjust these relationships over time.
Through the adjustment cycles, an architecture of fitness unfolds, placing human beings
into a harmonious relationship with nature and culture.

Keywords
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The built environment
Genius loci
Climate
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Foreword
This thesis by Ziang Xu is one of the most ambitious I have seen in the M. Arch program
at the University of Tennessee. With an efficiency of words and a density of meaning in
his drawings, he has hit on several important issues that are mostly ignored by the
profession and academia alike. In exploring a holistic architecture defined by fitness, he
has built on the shoulders of others. By defining this fitness in terms of the relationships
between a multiplicity of issues and contexts--nature, culture, place, and built form as an
integrated pattem--he has sketched the outlines of new territory. By adding the processes
of development in time and the issue of encoding shared patterns and responses, the
project quickly took on a complexity that, like the ideas it explores, goes well beyond the
scope of a single master's thesis.
This kind of a thesis is neither a scientific approach of hypothesis and testing, nor is it a
singular propositional approach of ideological position and exploration. It is, whether its
author realizes it or not, one of the first student projects to break through into an
exploration of the beginnings of an integral vision of design. Ziang Xu has attempted in
the time allowed to integrate as many truths from as many sources as possible. For that
reason, its usually has seemed baffling to all forms of both reductionist and relativistic
analysis. Although there is clearly much more work for all of us to do on achieving an
integral architecture, there is also some hard-won intellectual progress here.
Although a project of this nature can never really be finished, it can, as every educator
hopes, set out a course for a student's future career. There are enough questions identified
and propositions given here for an architect's lifetime exploration.
Mark DeKay, Assoc. Professor, 5/14/03
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Chapter 1

The Goal-Criteria-Approach

Description

This thesis attempts to study three questions: Why is fitness of the built environment, the
natural envir�nment, and people who inhabit the built and natural environment the goal
of a holistic design? What are the major design criteria reinforcing this goal? What is the
appropriate approach to accomplish the design criteria?
The thesis reviews the existing bodies of thought that inform this goal-criteria-approach,
and then continues to contribute to them.
An Intellectual History of a Holistic Design

1. The New Scientific Paradigms and the Crisis of the Old Thinking
The discussion begins from an area that, at first, seems 'far away from the topic - the
cosmos. A brief skim of the amazing discoveries and conclusions inspires us to question
the old thinking that we take for granted, which definitely influences our viewpoint of the
relationship between human beings, human culture and nature.
Edwin Hubble's discovery in 1929, that our universe is expanding, was a landmark of the
new cosmology, which denied the old concept of an eternal, unchanging world by
showing us a finite, evolutionary cosmos. This simple fact leads us to question the
existence of any unchangeable eternity. Everything, including our ideal evolves within
the frame of finite time.
Albert Einstein's General Relativity swept away a static isolated worldview by telling us
time and space are interactional and form a so-called space-time structure. Furthermore,
the space-time structure also interacts with the event, which takes place within it. "Space
and time are now dynamic quantities: when a body moves, or a force acts, it affects the
curvature of space and time - and in tum the structure of space-time affects the way in
which bodies move and forces act." (Hawking, P34) This signaled an end to the dualistic
approach in understanding the world. We now pay more attention to relationships and
unity than before.
Marquis de Laplace's Scientific Determinism, which argues that the universe was
completely deterministic, remained the standard assumption of western· science until
Werner Heisenberg formulated his uncertainty principle in 1926. (Hawking, P55) It was
the first time that scientific theory accepted the concept of unpredictability and
randomness, which gave birth to another great physics theory of the 20th Century,
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Quantum Mechanics. This paradigm impiies two philosophical analogies. First, there is
always limitation in getting the truth in that there is no way to avoid the interference from
the observer to the object, which further means there is no absolute objectivity in the
world. Second, instead of knowing the exact effect, we must be satisfied with just
knowing how likely it is. Hence we give up determinism. 1
2. A Theory of Living Systems and the Development of the New Thinking
There is a different version of this history, which argues that the development of the
scientific methodology in the 20 th century has three stages: "(1) ability to deal with
problems of simplicity; (2) ability to deal with problems of disorganized complexity; and
(3.) ability to deal with problems of organized complexity." (Jacobs, P429). The
development from the first stage to the second one refers to what we already discussed in
the last section. The jump from the second to the third happened by means of
breakthroughs in the life sciences. A new thinking was finally formulated by adopting the
concepts of the living system. The philosophical position of the new thinking includes
evolutionism, holism, and contextualism. It was first held by biologists because
organisms cannot be reduced to parts. The 1920s saw a new scientific discipline, ecology,
arise.
The concepts of Ecology (Pattern, Nested Networks, Co-evolution, Self-organization,
Feedback loops, Dynamic Balance) require a new way . of thinking. Fritjof Capra
summarized the major shifts in our perception required by ecological thinking: 2
Shift from

Parts
Objects
Contents
Structure
Objective Knowledge
Quantity
Hierarchies

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Whole
Relationships
Patterns
Process
Contextual Knowledge
Quality
Networks

The analogy of modem physics-life science formed a general intellectual pool for many
disciplines. The new concepts were immediately borrowed by the behavioral and social
scientists, philosophers, and designers. All the fragmented thoughts have been
harmoniously merging into a new thinking. If we label the old thinking as reductionistic
thinking3 , the new counterpart could be called holistic thinking.

1

For more information, please refer to A Brief History of Time by Hawking, S.W.
For more information, please refer to From Parts to Whole, Systems Thinking in Ecology and Education by Capra, Fritjof
3
For more information, please refer to &ological Design: A Post-Modem Design Paradigm of Holistic Philosophy and Evolutionary Ethic by
2

Koh,Jusuck
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3. Attitudes to Nature and Culture
People coming from different thinking tend to have very different attitudes towards
nature and culture. Reductionists tend to think of nature as the opposite from human
beings because they apply a dualistic separation of human beings and nature.
Furthermore, their determinism, which leads to anthropocentricism (Koh, P77), sets
human beings higher than nature. The result is the warping of the natural environment
according to the self-centered need of mankind. Reductionists often set the old as the
opposite from the new. This attitude adopts idealism, which often leads to the break from
local culture because it prefers a so-called universal culture (in their understanding) to the
local. History has witnessed the energy/resource crisis and global pollution, social
disintegration and human alienation as the price of these arrogant attitudes. (Koh, P77)
Holists integrate the human life cycle into the cycles of nature, the new into the old. They
believe people and nature are co-evolutionary. When people modify nature, they should
also adjust themselves according to the natural environment. The ideal of reductionistic
universalism is believed to be artificial, that it cannot bring harmony to the world. Instead
they adjust human patterns into nature's, fit the international into the regional. These
attitudes will lead to thriving of human beings, human culture and nature. Table 1 is a
summary of the comparison.
Of course, the words :"reductionists" and "holists" are humanized metaphors to clarify the
characteristics of thinking Gust like the word "naturalists" in Design with Nature by Ian L.
Meharg). Reductionistic thinking and holistic thinking often exist in the same person's
mind. We should consciously examine and remind ourselves of the holistic points of view.
The Goal and Criteria of a Holistic Design

Architecture happens to be at the intersection of natural science, social science and art. It
is so sensitive that it always reacts to the development of all three. So when thinking
profoundly changed in the 20th century, architecture was inevitably inspired. The design
reaction, however, was delayed. Examined from Table 1, the Modem ·Architecture
. . Th"nki
1
ng
1
n� and H0rlStlC
. Th"nki
Table 1 Com oanson of the Reduct10rust1c
THINKING
Philosophical
Position
Attitude
towards nature
and culture

HOLISTIC

REDUCTIONISTIC
Idealism

Dualism

Universalism

Division of
human
beings and
nature, old
and new

Determinism
Anthropocentricism

Contextualism

Holism

Evolutionism

Regionalism

Integration
of human
and nature,
old and
new

Co-evolution
between
human and
nature
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Movement that claimed a revolution in architecture still adapted the reductionistic
thinking. In writing, Le Corbusier believed there was an ideal order, which could be
described by geometry and mathematics. 1 It is the legacy of the Classicists. In practice,
though, hi� exploration is ever changing. He transcended Classicism through bridging
Classicism with Rationalism. For example, according to him, "while the ideal order of the
building implies a symmetrical and axial organization of the plan and all its parts, utility
demands that this ideal order be modified. Everything is on axis but you cannot pass in a
straight line. The axis is in the intentions, and the dignity given by the axis extends to
humble things, which the axis accommodates itself to. You get the impression that
everything is ordered, but the sensation is rich. You notice then the comfortable breaking
of the axis, which gives intensity to the volumes." (Colquhoun, Pl 10) This attempt of
introducing modified axis and dynamic balance over symmetry and static balance
matched the development from the problem of simplicity to the problem of disorganized
complexity. Hence, his later work, such as the· Notre Dame Du Haut Chapel, could be
seen as a signal of the changing of the old thinking in architecture.
The modern architect's 2 attitude to nature can be visualized perfectly by Le Corbusier's
Vila Savoye. A delicate machine for living sits in the landscape. The piloti raises the
domain of people above the ground and hence isolates them from the landscape. The
. reconnection with nature is realized by the fenetre en longueur, where people only
overlook the natural environment through the selected viewpoints.
The modern architect's attitude to culture caused even more problems. The international
style has become the representative of the broken culture.
The new thinking in architecture developed along with· the revision and rebellion of
Modem Architecture. More and more architects were aware of the problems caused by
the reductionistic thinking and began to research the holistic design criteria and goal.
Although there is not a general opinion or direction, we begin to see some clues emerging
already.
1. Criteria of a Holistic Design
Since a universal ideal is no longer viable, spirit of place becomes a popular idea.
Because a pure order does not exist, we learn to appreciate diversity and variation. To fit
a new design into the context, coherence is critically important. After the energy crisis,
sustainability and energy efficiency were given more and more consideration. These
italicized words show a framework of new design criteria, which is summarized in Table
2.

1
In The City of Tomorrow and Its Planning, the straight line and right angle are the representatives of order.
2
The tenn, Modem Architect in this thesis refers to a narrow but common understanding of early modernism architect.
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.
Table 2 Framework 0f Hor1st1c
Cntena
. Des1gn
CULTURE SUSTAINABILIATY

ENVIRONMENT SUSTAINABILITY

Diversity/variation under coherence
Re-present the local culture
Preserve people's psychological
connection with place

Energy efficiency
Low impact on the natural environment
Reinforce the interdependence between
human beings and nature

2. Goal of a Holistic Design
Fundamental to a holistic design is the concept of fitness. Fitness is the optimum
relationship among the members in a system. It puts the members into a beneficial
relationship with each other, which we call harmony. To achieve fitness is the goal of a
holistic design. Members of fitness include the built environment, the natural
environment and people who inhabit the built and natural environment.
Critical Regionalism and Bioclimate Design

Recently, this goal and criteria find their closest expression in the ideas of the critical
regionalists, who address the co-existence of local tradition and global architecture. They
work evolutionarily in that they critically preserve genius loci or the spirit of place in
their design. They facilitate the integration of the natural environment and people in that
they stress such factors as topography-and local light 1 in their designs to inspire people's
understanding of nature. They are not holistic however because the environmentally
sustainable integration between the built environment and the natural environment (for
example, energy efficiency) is not consciously addressed. (Figure 101)
Environment sustainability is the driving force of Bioclimate Design. This is an attempt
at integrating the built environment with the natural environment by means of adjusting
the building's energy performance and impact. It also facilitates the integration of the
natural environment and people by means of reinforcing the co-relation between. human
beings and nature. This is not a new idea. In fact, people consciously designed their
habitats in response to the climate throughout history. In the Industrial Age, new
materials and technology free us from the constraint of climate but at the same time it
encourages the separation of human beings and nature to an extreme extent. Designers
tend to ignore the climatic condition totally by assuming that we can overcome any
environmental problem with enough equipment. After the energy crisis, along with the
development of the holistic thinking, research in Bioclimate Design has made great
progress. There are two problems with Bioclimate Design. First, when designers try to fit
the built environment into the natural environment, they do not always have enough
consideration of the fitness between people and the built environment. For example,
1

Kenneth Frampton summarized it as one of the features of Critical Regionalism.
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Critical Regionalism /
ioclimatic Design

Figure 101
Position of Critical Regionalism
and Bioclimate Design in a Holistic Graph

Figure 102
A Holistic Graph

Victor Olgyay, in his book, Design with Climate, admitted that the impacts of the climate
were his motivating forces. "The emotional values arising from the nature of the site and
the color of local traditions had to be suppressed for sake of clarity." (Olgyay, P153)
Given the fact that research has to be more abstract than practice, Olgyay's words still
implied a reductionistic thinking. Second, a lot of Bioclimatic Design concentrates solely
on the building itself without enough consideration of its adaptation and impact to and
from the larger scale. The energy performance of an individual building, however, is hard
to guarantee without an appropriate organization for the entire block. For instance, a new
adjacent neighbor, which blocks the sun, can make the solar-heating system of the
passive solar design meaningless. The fitness is still incomplete. (Figure 101)
The missing links in Critical Regionalism and Bioclimate Design can be addressed by
combining aspects of each to create a more holistic approach. In fact, the concept of
genius Loci includes local climate. 1 There are usually plenty of Bioclimate Design
precedents (often realized by low technology or appropriate technology) in regional
architecture traditions. The words "critical regionalist" or "bioclimate designer" are
humanized metaphors too. Architects in the real world do not limit themselves by these
labels. We often see some architects who combined both to attain a higher degree of
fitness i� his/her projects.2 Learning from their achievements and problems, this thesis
calls for a holistic thinking in design and is dedicated to the exploration of this approach.
Exploring the Approach

Fitness as the goal of design is not a new idea. In The Ten Books on Architecture,
Vitruvius mentioned this in the definition of eurhythmy, one of his fundamental
1

See Christian Norberg-Schulz's definition of Genius Loci.
2 The case study on Hassan Fathy in Appendix A shows an example.
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principles of architecture. "Eurhythmy is beauty and fitness in the adjustments of the
members." (Vitruvius P14) In a broad understanding, these members include people, the
built environment and the natural environment.
Vitruvius' definition also indicates the approach of the thesis, which is the adjustment of
the relationships among the members over time. (Figure 102) As we know, any design
cannot I should not begin from zero. It begins from the study of the existing context. It
will always be the adjustment of the existing towards a better fit rather than wiping them
off. Furthermore, any design is just one step towards fitness, rather than the ambition of
setting up fitness at one time. The design process should be open-ended, not only because
of the limitation of each designer's knowledge, but also because of the unpredictable
factors in the design process.
1. Adjustment Over Time
With fitness as the goal focus shifts from the parts of a system to the relationship of the
parts. Since good relationship is indicated by the optimum among all the parts, which is
the state that none of the parts' interests are fully realized but the system as a whole is
optimized, the adjustment takes the form of analyzing, understanding, communicating,
reconciling, and negotiating. One of th� challenges for architects is to give up the
academically encouraged ambition of producing the "best". He or she must recognize that
the outcome of adjustment is still not fitness because of the limitation of the circumstance
and his or her expertise. A suggested ethical position is to "give up the best, to do it
better". His or her endeavor is just one step toward the fitness, a better fit. The real fitness
can only be. gained through interdependent architects' collective endeavors over time.
2. Decoding, Transmitting and Encoding
The process of adjustment takes three steps. For an individual architect, the first step is
decoding the relationships among the natural environment, built environment and people
who inhabit the built and natural environment in the specific situation. In this step, the
designer is familiar with and begins to understand the relationships. The outcome of
decoding is documented under the sections of the natural environment, the built
environment and people to facilitate the second step, transmitting.
The second step is transmitting. Diagrams are used to visualize the designer's
understanding of the climate condition, genius loci and people 's activity and so on. The
designer begins to probe the architectural responses. This step facilitates the form of a
consensus between the designer and the architects of the existing buildings. To read
people's mind, however, is very hard. It will not lead to a complete understanding of the
relationships either. What makes the architect not hesitate to jump into the third step,
encoding, is the ethical position mentioned in last section that he or she is trying to argue
a better solution, not the best. He is open to and anticipates the readjustment of the
newcomers to his understanding and the consensus to an even better degree of fit.
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In the third step, the architect encodes the consensus in architectural language, which I
call a seedmap. It is a series of diagramming plans, sections and elevations indicating the
architectural strategies and their adjustment to the relationships analyzed in last step. It is
not a fixed design but a design seed or gene from which the design unfolds. The seedmap
then will be tested by the architecture design and revised by the feedback after
construction and occupation.
3. Adjustment Cycle and the Seedmap Library
When the next designer comes, the seedmap is passed onto him or her. The new designer
will go through the similar cycle of decoding, transmitting and encoding. By the help of
the seedmap, he or she is now able to read the former architects' intentions more
precisely. He or she is under the responsibility to continue contributing to the consensus
by his or her new discovery and interpretation, and then document it by a revised
seedmap. The seedmaps have more intellectual value than the designs. If every designer
consciously publishes the seedmap with the design, we can establish a seedmap library of
every place in the city over time and finally have the seedmaps of every place in the city.
4. The Unfolding of Fitness
The consensus does not refuse innovation and novelty. Every seedmap inevitably brings
personal ideas, which is the·major difference between the seedmap and the architecture or
planning code. Hence the collective design-build process guided by the seedmap is full of
differentiation opportunities. It provides authentic diversity and variety under coherence.
Finally, the built environment shows clearer layers, which are the physical records of the
adjustment over time. Along with adjustment, the fitness unfolds itself.
This approach was tested by a design problem described in the following chapters. As a
thesis on holistic design, the Goal-Criteria-Approach is anticipated to be broadly
applicable in a range of situations. The site is in downtown Chattanooga, Tennessee. It is
an urban context common to many medium-sized American cities. The climate is
moderate. The program is for a mixed use complex suggested by the site, which is neither
very special nor too constrained.
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Chapter 2

Decoding the Site

Topography and Climate 1
°

°

Chattanooga (Latitude 35 02' N, Longitude 85 12' W, Elevation 655 feet above the
sea level) is located in the southern portion of the Great Valley of Tennessee. It is
bounded by the Cumberland Plateau to the west, and the Blue Ridge region of the
Appalachian Mountains to the east. To the southeast is the Missionary Ridge just crosses
the boundary of the Georgia. The Tennessee River approaches Chattanooga from the
northeast and loops through the city. The city lies mostly to the south of the river. On the
north and southwest sides, the terrain rises abruptly to 1200 feet above the river. To
south-southwest of the city is Lookout Mountain; to the north-northwest of the city is
Signal Mountain. The site locates on the flat area of the city between the Cameron Hill
and the Brabson Hill. (Figure B.201)
Chattanooga is characterized by a moderate climate; with cool winters and quite warm,
moist summers. Spring and autumn are enjoyable seasons, with many days being quite
comfortable in temperature. The fall months of September, October and November are
the most pleasant due to extended periods of fair weather and low wind speeds. The
minimum sunshine amounts occur during the winter months (maximum number of
cloudy days are 17 per month average). The prevailing winds are from the south all year
round with the north direction being secondary. Precipitation is well distributed
throughout the year. Snow, hail, freezing rain, and ice storms are not uncommon, but
seldom cause appreciable damage. (Figure B .202)
City and Downtown2

Like most American towns, Chattanooga was originally the home of the Native American.
In 1816, John and Lewis Ross, sons of an early Scottish settler who married into the
Cherokee tribe established the Ross's Landing, a warehouse and ferry service. It was a
thriving trading center in Indian Country for many years. It was also an important supply .
route for the religious missions to the Cherokees and later to the entire Cherokee nation.
1838 saw the Cherokees endure a forced trek to the west known in American history as
the "trail of tears". The colonists changed the name of the area to Chattanooga, a name
they considered unusual and which would therefore attract attention. They laid out wide
streets and assigned names to each. From the river to Ninth Street (now M.L.King
Boulevard), they chose numbers; from Cameron Hill to Georgia A venue, they used the
1
The following information mostly comes from Cli�ic Database, Chattanooga.TN: Great Valleyll..one // by TVA Architecture Branch
2
The following information mostly comes from Historical and Architectural Tour of Chattanooga, TN by Chattanooga Area Convention
&Visitors Bureau
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names of native trees -Walnut, Pine, Cherry and Chestnut. The central thoroughfare was
named Market Street. Next to it, on the west, was Mulberry Street (now Broad Street),
which featured a wide, meandering gully. Residences and commercial places soon dotted
the area. In the first years, activity centered at the river. The 1850's saw business activity
shift from the river area to Ninth Street with the coming of the railroads. The tracks were
placed on Mulberry Avenue to the river and it was renamed Railroad Avenue. In the era
of the Civil War, Market Street and Railroad Avenue underwent radical transformation.
The once-beautiful garden town grew suddenly old and weary; defense works sprang up;
houses and fences were razed, trees cut; unsightly warehouses lined Market Street; horse
corrals seemed to be everywhere; and rail cars stood in great chains on the tracks of
Railroad Avenue. A new start was finally made around 1892. Railroad Avenue was
cleared of trains, renamed Broad Street and the gully was filled. In time, low areas
received fill-dirt as a kind of amateur flood control program; new and more substantial
structures lined the streets where the passing parade of horsedrawn streetcars, electric
trolleys and automobiles produced tremendous change. The tremendous changes in the
20 th century were the decapitation of Cameron Hill and the construction of the freeway,
which wiped out the residential area on its original site and established a barrier to the
west of the city. (Figure B.203 1 )
Site and People

The site is within the block bounded by Broad Street to the west, Market Street to the east,
8th Street to the north, and M.L.King Boulevard to the south. The area of the entire block
is around 100,000 square feet. It used to be· the central commercial area of downtown.
The street photos of the site from 1890 and 1910 (Figure B.204 2, Figure B.205 3) show a
hotel and strip shops occupying the south and east portion of the site. The ground floor of
the hotel seems also like shops while the second and third floor of the strip shops seem
like dwellings. Time has dramatically changed the site. It is surface parking now, even
though it still marks the entrance of downtown through the city spine, Broad and Market
Street. (Figure B.206) The building standing at the northwest corner of the block is a
historical building. It is well preserved. (Figure B.207, B.209) One of the strip shops on
Market Street was also preserved and is under renovation. (Figure B.208, B.209, B.210)
Some strip shops occupied the northern half of the block. Those on Broad Street are one
story (Figure B.209) and on Market Street are two stories (Figure B.208). They are light
commerc�al and in a state of degradation. One of them was recently abandoned. A four
story office building was recently built on the southwest comer but only one floor is
occupied. (Figure B.208, B.209, B.210)
Across Market Street, lies Miller Plaza, the major civic plaza of downtown. There is an
exterior stage, where the evening concerts draw people from areas even outside of the
city. A pavilion and a colonnade building house many restaurants. (Figure B.207, B.210)
1 CHCBL
2 CHCBL
3

Published by H.J.Deal, Chattanooga
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Between the pavilion and the colonnade, there is a gateway pointing to the site, which
suggests a potential axis. (Figure B.207) Across M.L.King Blvd. from Miller Plaza is
Miller Park, a green space rarely seen in downtown. Across M.L.King Blvd. from the site
is the construction site of the Chattanooga Electric Power Board building. Figure B.211 is
a computer image by the office of its designers. The 1985 master plan by Koetter Kim
shows parallel comer towers across M.L.King to form a monumental gateway for
downtown. (Figure B.2121 ) The tower is shifted from Broad Street to Market Street in the
new EPB design. On the other side of Broad Street is an 8-story hotel and a row of 4-5
story office buildings. (Figure B.208)
Chattanooga is a vigorous city. Miller Plaza is its community living room. People work,
live, play, shop, hang around, and bring the place to life. Chattanoogans have a great
enthusiasm for the planning of their city. The public workshops and neighborhood
meetings organized by the Planning & Design Studio as a part of the Downtown Plan in
the summer of 2002 drew an attendance of more than 500 people. Following are the top
inputs on adjusting the street activities, which are relevant to the site 2 :
•
•
•
•

1

2

Continue streetscape improvements with flowers, trees, benches, and other street
furniture to make downtown more pedestrian-friendly.
Create more green space including active areas, playgrounds, greenways, pocket
parks, pet-friendly parks and natural wetlands; make better use of existing parks,
transform vacant lots into community gardens, and rehabilitate Miller Park.
Encourage public art with a unified plan to create a more festive look including wall
murals and art in the parks.
Attract a wider variety of restaurants, particularly ethnic; eateries on the river with
docks, and encourage outdoor dining.

Published.by Progressive Architecture 1 988
The following information comes from A Great Downtown from A to Z: Results of the Public Input Series by Chattanooga Planning and

Design Studio
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Chapter 3

Transmitting to Program

Climate
1. Bioclimatic Chart 1 (Figure B.301):
a. All monthly plots fall on the humid side of the chart.
b. Substantial portions (if not all) of the daytime in May and September are
comfortable; natural ventilation compensates the overheated daytime in July
and August, afternoon in June.
c. March, April, October and November fall into full passive solar heating zone
(all day in April and October; daytime in March and November); January,
February and December fall into partial passive solar heating zone, while
their afternoons are still in the full passive zone.
Suggested Response:
Ventilation is extremely important in the , summer, while passive solar
heating is important in the other seasons.. A back · up AC/Heater System is
necessary.

2. Wind Roses2 (Figure B.302)
a. The prevailing winds are from the south and north all year round.
b. There is more south wind in the summer, while more north wind in the
winter.
c. The winter wind is faster than the summer wind. More winds in the summer
are under 5 knots making it difficult to create cross ventilation.
Suggested Response:
Create wind corridor along south/north direction. Orient the wind through
the building and the major outdoor space. Stack ventilation should be
provided when the wind speed is too low in the summer. If a wind catcher is
used, it should be oriented towards the south/north. However, a wind blocker
should be considered most of the year (winter, spring and fall). The north
elevation of the building needs to be protected more.

1
If the temperature-hwnid plot falls above the shading line, shading is assumed. If the plot falls below the wind line, still air is assumed.
2
The length of the line represents the percentage the wind blows from a particular direction. The patterns represent the speeds of the wind.
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3 . Solar-Daylight Envelope 1 (Figure B.303)
a. Solar envelope ensures the adjacent sites not to be shaded by the new
building on the site.
b. Daylight envelope ensures the adjacent building to get adequate daylight
after the new building is built.
c. The combination of the solar and daylight envelope suggests that the solar
constraint is more restrictive (only a comer is reduced).
d. The combination envelope is divided into 12 feet high layers and the existing
buildings are added. The result indicates that the existent condition is
satisfied.
Suggested Strategies:
From the plan view, the layers indicate the available height of the new
building in the site given any location in plan.

4. Microclimate Graph (Figure B.304)
The microclimate analysis of the site shows that the best place for outdoor
activities is at the north of the site. The portion behind the new office
building is the worst.
Suggested Strategies:
Preserve the outdoor living space at the back. Avoid developing (his portion
to building. The part of the new building behind the new office building
should step down to reduce the impact on the preserved outdoor space.
Genius Loci

1 . Authentic Development Patterns (Figure B.305)
a. Most blocks in downtown Chattanooga are more than 430 feet long, which is
too far for pedestrians who want to cross the block to another street. Alleys
as shortcut in the middle of the block appear repetitively in this area.
b. There are two city grids (around 30 degrees to each other), which meet at
Georgia Avenue a block away from the site. They are formed originally by
the topography. The site lies on the regular grid and overlooks the other.
c. Miller Plaza and Miller Park points its entrance to the intersection of
M.L.King Blvd. and Market Street. The landscape plan of EPB also has
paving with green space towards this intersection.

1

The solar-daylight envelope in this section was from Green Vision Studio of University of Tennessee's College of Architecture and Design.
It was made under the following conditions: a Dec. 21, from 10am to 3 pm b. Cross the street and 12 feet high c. Daylight factor = 2%
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Suggested Responses:
A pedestrian alley as a shortcut through the block is suggested. Its entrance
on Market Street is implied by the gateway of the Miller Plaza. The force of
the two city grids pushing into each other inspires me to think about a
diagonal alley, which gives dynamic sensation to the site. Blow up one edge
of the alley to form a triangular plaza. The shortcut then becomes a
pedestrian courtyard. The building on M.L.King should set back to define a
green patch at the intersection in response to the comer green spaces of
Miller Plaza, Miller Park and EPB.

2. Patterns of Facade (Figure B.306)
a. Thirteen patterns of the street profile are defined. For each of the undesirable
patterns, two improving strategies were suggested. The goal is to create a
coherent quality of the street fa�ade.
b. Compared with the historical fa�ade of the condominium, that of the Miller
Plaza buildings shows the understanding of the genius loci. The new material
and technology, though, give it the modem feature of transparency and
lightness. For example, the double metal columns take the place of the thick
masonry columns; the glass curtain wall takes the place of the closed heavy
wall.
c. The fa�ade of the new office building learns from that of the Miller Plaza
buildings to maintain coherence with the neighbors.
Suggested Responses:
Learn from the achievements and lessons of the existing patterns. The new
building should re-present the genius loci.
Activities and Program

1. Building Usage-People's Activity (Figure B.307)
a. Identify all the building usage and people's activities in a larger scale.
b. Look for what is missing but suggested by the neighbor buildings and
people's activity.
c. Locate the missing program within the place next to the largest cluster of the
same kind of program.
Suggested Adjustments:
There are many office buildings (bank, government 's, lawyer's) and hotels,
but very few residential (except hotel), retail, civic plazas and parks. A rich
mix of uses should be provided here. Apartments and retail areas are needed
to keep people in this area at night. The history pattern of work-live should
be restored. Activities in the courtyard will attract more people to work and
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live in this area. Miller Plaza further suggests an artist community to the site.
Studios and galleries should be provided for the artists. Locate the retail on
Market Street facing Miller Plaza; studios on Broad Street and M.L.King
Blvd. adjacent to the office buildings; apartments in the courtyard to
maintain privacy.

2. Program-Quality Map (Figure B.308)
a. The program includes apartments, work-live units, studios, artist gallery,
cafe, and courtyard.
b. The courtyard is important for raising people's sensitivity to nature. The
terrace, patio, balcony are the outdoor Iiving rooms to experience the rhythm
of the natural environment, for example, the seasonal/daily change of the
sun, the clouds, and the landscape.
The Program-Quality map abstracts the key quality of the program by
architectural language. It is, in fact, the base map of the seedmap. In the next
chapter, the seedmap will be generated by encoding the climate strategies
and genius loci response into the program-quality map.
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Chapter 4

Encoding the Seedmap

Seedmap (Figure B .401)
1 . Every portion of the site i s assigned at least one set of elevations and sections on the
seed map. The elevations architecturalize the response to genius loci. The sections
architecturalize the strategies regarding climate and the people' s activities.
2. Every drawing has a special focus, which emphasizes the major adjustment in its
specific situation.
Applying the Seedmap (Figure B.401)
1 . The work-live units along Market Street should be built first. Individual design-build
guided by the seedmap is encouraged to achieve the diversity/variety withi�
coherence.
2. The cafe and studios will be built next to attract people to work and stay. Landscape
the courtyard.
3. Finally, renovate the old strip shops and add dwelling above them. The current
residents can move to the finished work-live units. Build the artist' s gallery and the
apartments to house the artwork and the artists who are attracted to work here.
A Possible Design Solution
In order to test the seedmap, the next two chapters provide a design solution by applying
the seed.map. Because it is not realistic for a student to organize a design team to work
interdependent! y under the seed.map, this solution is the outcome of one mind. The
seed.map lacks the opportunity of being revised according to the feedback of the others.
Another disadvantage is the lack of feedback after construction and occupation. Knowing
these two disadvantages, the design solution is still helpful because it bridges the
intellectual thinking of the thesis with practice.
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Chapter 5

Parti Development

Site Planning

A diagonal alley and triangular courtyard were defined by studios to the west and south,
work-live units to the east, and apartments to the north. In the courtyard, two grids
interweave so that the space shows different orientations and qualities when entered from
Market Street and Broad Street. The landscape of the courtyard features half hardscape,
half greenscape with a circular fountain in the middle. It metaphorically represents the
unity of nature and human beings. (Figure B.50 1 )
The courtyard is a new pattern in downtown Chattanooga that will serve as an example of
individual differentiation while applying the seedmap. It shows how invention and the
new can be used while still maintaining the coherence as a whole.
The work-live units on Market Street maintain a coherent street fa�ade. The studios
behind the new office building step down to the courtyard. Bridges connect the studio
with the apartments to form a continuous skyline on Broad Street. The artist' s gallery
inserts into the existing strip shof s. It improves the proportion of the shops and provides
another entrance directly from 8 Street. The apartments are built on top of the existing
strip shops and step down towards the courtyard. They have the best access to. sun, wind
and light without sacrificing the precious outdoor living space in the courtyard. The patio
at the back of the apartments provides shade and shadow for summer outdoor living. The
studio on M.L.King is set back from the street to form a green space at the comer. The
pavilion on the top, in concert with that of EPB, defines the gateway of downtown
Chattanooga and dialogues with the pavilion on Miller Plaza. (Figure B.502)
Infrastructure

The existing strip shops on the site show an embedded grid, which is approximately 24
feet by 24 feet. (Figure B.503) It is an appropriate size for the subdivision of indoor or
outdoor space. (Figure B.504) Lining up the vertical dimensions wfth the neighbors, the
grid is developed to a three dimensional infrastructure. Further research into the patterns
of the street facades indicates the way for this neutral infrastructure to be localized.
(Figure B.504) The infrastructure, as the frame of the building mass, gives maximum
flexibility to the space within it. It is the transition between the old building and the new
building. Rising up behind the preserved fa�ade of the strip shops, it interprets the order
of the site with a greater clarity. The building mass is further set back from the
infrastructure. The layers of the old and new are then readable from the street. The
adjustments are physically recorded. (Figure B.504, B.505)
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Limitations

Real fitness can be approached only through the integration of the natural environment,
the built environment and people who inhabit the built and natural environment. In this
thesis, I chose climate as the surrogate for the natural environment because it is one of the
most direct natural forces that people experience. Bioclimate Design shows A strong
ability to improve A building's energy performance and reduce ITS undesirable impact.
The issues of natural environment, however, are much more broad and complex. For
example, issues about the soil, water and air, energy, food and waste are also important. 1
Due to the limitation of time and knowledge, the thesis does not include them. Similarly,
the concept of Genius Loci is much more broad and complex than that of narrative and
authenticity, which is how it has mainly been used in this thesis. It also has aspects of
local distinctiveness, essence, character, energy fields, the abode of special beings,
pantheism, panpsychism and so on.2
Achievement

The thesis raised the consciousness of a holistic thinking in design and contributed to
exploring the approach. In the following design, the approach was tested under the above
limitations. The thesis records my current understanding and will be continuously
adjusted over time.

1

For more information, please refer to Gray City, Green City: New thinking and new settlement patterns can bring about urban sustainability
by Mark DeKay and Micheal O'Brien.
2
For more information, please refer to Can 'Sprit of Place ' be a guide to ethical building? by Isis Brook
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1. The Ancient Ideal of Fitness - the Fengshui Models
Fengshui, the old Chinese theory of site planning, represents an ancient ideal of seeking
harmonious relationship with nature. The unity of human beings and nature is realized
through a series of conceptual models, both physically and spiritually. As an empirical
science, Fengshui has an irrational coat, which makes it mysterious. From the viewpoint
of holistic thinking, however, they are perfect precedents of fitness among the natural
environment, built environment and people who inhabit the built and natural
environment..
Figure A. 10 1 shows the section of a rural community. The houses are located on the
sunny side of a small hill, facing a creek. The back hill blocks the chilly wind coming
from the northern cold area in the winter, and provides a slope for natural drainage. The
slope also makes it possible for every single house to get sunshine while maintaining a
relatively high density. The community is in the inner side of the creek bend. The water
continuously erodes the outer side of the creek bed and drops soil to the inner side
providing new land to the community. The water body adjusts the microclimate by
slowing down the temperature change and channeling the summer breeze into the
community.
The forest on the hill provides rechargeable resources for building, cooking and heating.
In a traditional Chinese community, there is a consensus enforcing the replanting of trees.
The farms of the community are across the creek. The water from the creek is channeled
to irrigate the farms. The creek serves as transit connecting the "utopian" community
with the outside world.
The landscape of the Fengshui models has distinctive aesthetic quality. The profile of the
rolling hills and the layers of the trees create a very deep field of the background. There is
often a pavilion that breaks the skyline, decorating the natural landscape. The creek and .
farms provide spacious foreground for the community. "Shuikou" is where the creek
approaches this introversive environment. Usually nice architecture marks the gateway.
Figure A. 102 shows the different building typologies in accordance with different
landscapes. The pagoda, water pavilion, and bridge building are gathering places for
public activities, which along with the beautiful scenery and activities often inspired the
residents to create artwork. They are posted on the wall or hung on the pillars. We can
still find some masters' calligraphy in those places today.
The most unique characteristic of Fengshui is its panpsychism metaphors. The abstract
understanding of the natural environment and its relationship with human beings are
further weaved into fairy tales for the purpose of handing down. In thousands of years, it
has become a. unique culture. For example, A. 103 shows the genius loci assigned to the
topography that carries the blessing of Gold.
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2. Pilgrim Towards Fitness - Hass.an Fathy' s Practice
Egyptian architect Hassan Fathy' s work is one of the best examples of applying
traditional tectonics to achieving fitness. His works show the excellent understanding of
the local climate and successful restoration of Egyptian/Islamic architectural culture. His
practice is very coherent regarding adjusting the relationships among the natural
environment, the built environment and people who inhabit the built and natural
environment to create a better fit.
The hot-arid climate in Egypt greatly requires natural ventilation for the purpose of
cooling. The Malka/ (wind catcher) and the Shukshaykha (ventilation stack) dominate the
roofline of the medieval buildings. Their unique visual effects are accentuated by the
traditional decoration. (Figure A.201) Hassan Fathy revitalized this ventilation cooling
technique to avoid the use of costly air-conditioning. It also brings a local distinctiveness
to his design. Figure A.202 is the section of the Hamdi Seif al -Nasr house. The Malka/
catches the summer breeze past a cooling plate, which is constantly wetted by a trickle
from the water pipe above it. When the hot dry air passes through the wetted plate, it
picks up the moisture, raising its humidity, hence lowering its temperature. (Brown and
DeKay, P194) Then the cooler and heavier air falls do� and flows into the major living
space and cools it. When the temperature of the }U� rises again, it is dragged up by the
Shukshaykha and goes out of the building.
Hassan Fathy studied from Nubian Masons. The mud-brick vaults and domes are his
favorite architectural language. The don:ie defi�e the master space connected by the vault.
The light coming through the small opening around the drum of the dome or the mud
lattice infilling the vault creates a soft, mystical interior atmosphere, which inspires
introspection and recalls the religious emotion. The mud-brick, a cheap but efficient
insulation material, has a beautiful warm color, which relaxes the inhabitants' spirit.
Like rµost of the vernacular houses, Hassan Fathy's design always has a courtyard,
around which are single rooms in close configurations to create shade and privacy. The
courtyard is the transition between the public area and private area. It is also a
comfortable outdoor room, where people enjoy direct exposure to the natural
environment while being protected by the shadows cast by the surrounding building.
(Figure A.203)
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3. Adjustment by Means of High Technology-The Reichstag
Norman Foster's recent restoration of the Reichstag building in Berlin is an outstanding
example of High Tech. methods. Compared to other renovation projects, the Reichstag
has a higher degree of fitness of the natural environment, built environment and people
who inhabit the built and natural environment.
The Bioclimate Design in the Reichstag is a comprehensive system realized by the most
advanced architectural and post-industrial technology. For example, the cupola is a
bioclimatic machine. The light cone inside the cupola is installed with adjustable mirrors,
which reflect daylight deeply into the chamber. The air-extraction plant concealed inside
the light cone helps to draw the waste air out of the chamber. An adjustable sunshade in
the cupola blocks the direct sunlight, lowering the heat gain. (Figure A.301 1 ) The south
facing roof is fixed with photovoltaic panels, which convert sunlight into electricity to
drive the sunshade in the cupola. The power plant burns bio-diesel (vegetable oil from
rape or sunflower seeds) and stores the surplus heat or cool in two underground aquifer
reservoirs. The windows are specially designed for both ventilation and shading. There
are two layers of glass. The inner layer can be opened from the inside. The outer layer is
fixed with ventilation joints. There are shading devices in between the two layers.
The cupola' s modern transparent envelope provides dramatic contrast with the old
masonry fa�ade, which signals the transformation of Germany with its re-unification.
Glass dominates the dome and interior providing a strong sense of transparency, which is
the metaphor for democracy. The major adjustment of the plan is the redesi gn of the
chamber. It is enlarged and opened to the press floor and the public copula. Public
tribunes are built projecting deeply into the chamber for citizens to audit the debate. The
adjustment of the structure was carefully done. The old stone is distinguished from the
new render by a finely incised line. The battered walls of the Reichstag are still readable
after the renovation, which narrates the story of the Reichstag. Even the graffiti written
by Red Army soldiers is carefully reserved for this unique memory. (Figure A.302 2)
One of the distinctive ideas of this project is the public occupation of the roof. There are
restaurants, where people stay and talk. The roof terrace offers spectacular views of new
Berlin. Its climax is the copula, where people snake up along the ramp. On the top of the
cupola, people get a 360-degree panorama of the surrounding environment, which gives
them a clear sense of the ori�ntation and season and a cognitive map of the city below. (A.
303 3)

1
Photo by BrYant, Richard/Arcaid
2
Photo by BrYant, Richard/ Arcaid
3
Photo by BrYant, Richard/Arcaid
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Top: B.�03
Aerial Photo of
Downtown
Chattanooga
Bottom: B .204
Photo from 1 890
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Top: B .205
Photo from 1 9 1 0
Bottom: B .206
Aerial Photo of
the Site
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Computer Image of Chattanooga EPB

Bottom: B.212
Koetter Kim's Master Plan in 1985
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B.307 Building Use-People's Activity
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Site Grid

Bottom: B.504
Parti Model 2
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Appendix C
Design Drawings
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C.106
Sixth Floor Plan
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C.401
Axonometric Drawing 1
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C.402
Axonometric Drawing 2
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